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Ends with bingo-friendly letter pattern -AST 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

Unscramble them from alphagrams and abridged definitions 

AABERST side by side [adv] 

AABLLST to stabilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABDEFST confined to bed [adj] 

ABBMOST pompous language [n -S] 

ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

ADIMSST to remove mast of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADMRSTU European oak [n -S] 

AAFNSTT impractical person [n -S] 

AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

AABLMST to beat severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANNOPST verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n -S] 

ACFFOST castoff (discarded person or thing) [n -S] 

AMNOOST person who studies proper names [n -S] 

AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n -S] 

ACOSTTU one that is cast out [n -S] 

AFOSTTU to surpass in fasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 

AMOPSTT mast of ship [n -S] 

ACOPSTU up coast [adv] 

ABCESTW to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ANSWERS 

ABREAST AABERST side by side [adv] 

BALLAST AABLLST to stabilize [v ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDFAST ABDEFST confined to bed [adj] 

BOMBAST ABBMOST pompous language [n -S] 

CINEAST ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

DISMAST ADIMSST to remove mast of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DURMAST ADMRSTU European oak [n -S] 

FANTAST AAFNSTT impractical person [n -S] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

GYMNAST AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

HELIAST AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

LAMBAST AABLMST to lambaste (to beat severely) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NONPAST ANNOPST verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n -S] 

OFFCAST ACFFOST castoff (discarded person or thing) [n -S] 

ONOMAST AMNOOST person who studies proper names [n -S] 

ORGIAST AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n -S] 

OUTCAST ACOSTTU one that is cast out [n -S] 

OUTFAST AFOSTTU to surpass in fasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PELTAST AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

SUNFAST AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 

TOPMAST AMOPSTT mast of ship [n -S] 

UPCOAST ACOPSTU up coast [adv] 

WEBCAST ABCESTW to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [n -S] 
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